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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Laurie Ann Cronin (illustrator). Paperback. 150 pages. On the first
night of a long-awaited sailing adventure, fever sends young Oliver back into the teeth of Hurricane
Carol, a storm that devastated the New England coastline in 1954 The character we came to love in
Olivers Surprise finds himself anchored off Cape Cod aboard Capn Elis schooner, the beloved
Surprise, as the storm makes landfall. His young companion, Greg Haverford, struggles to give up
his modern electronics because they dont exist yet! Once again, young readers see New England
coastal history through the eyes of our intrepid time traveler, who just might have to use the skills
he learned during the Hurricane of 1938 to get them both back to their own time. Along with maps,
photos, glossary, history of the storm, diagrams and illustrations, Cronin has embedded a sailing
primer in a ripping good yarn. You can smell the salt, hear the groan of the sails and feel the
tiredness of Olivers muscles--and as hes travelling through time, surviving hurricanes, and
discovering his love of this way of life, hes also discovering himself. A wonderful book. Holly LeCraw,
author of the The Swimming Pool I kept...
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This kind of publication is every thing and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through time. I realized
this ebook from my i and dad recommended this publication to understand.
-- Da x Her z og-- Da x Her z og

This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge excessive. Its been written in an remarkably
simple way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z-- Juston Mr a z
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